Which provides a better estimate of the "true" state of the U.S. economy, gross domestic product (GDP) or gross domestic income (GDI)? Past work has assumed the idiosyncratic variation in each estimate is pure noise, taking greater variability to imply lower reliability. We develop models that relax this assumption, allowing the idiosyncratic variation in the estimates to be partly or pure news; then greater variability may imply higher information content and greater reliability. Based on evidence from revisions, we reject the pure noise assumption for GDI growth, and our results favor placing a higher weight on GDI due to its relatively large idiosyncratic variability. This calls into question the suitability of the pure noise assumption in other contexts, including dynamic factor models.
Introduction
For analysts of economic fluctuations, estimating the true state of the economy from imperfectly measured official statistics is an ever-present problem. As most economists agree that no one statistic is a perfect gauge of the state of the economy, many have proposed using some type of weighted average of multiple imperfectly measured statistics instead. Examples include the composite index of coincident indicators, 1 and averages of different measures of aggregate economic activity such as gross domestic product (GDP) and its income-side counterpart GDI. While the precise meaning of the state of the economy can vary from case to case, in this paper we take it to mean the growth rate of the size of the economy as traditionally defined in the U.S. National Income and Product Accounts (NIPAs).
2,3
The main point of our paper is as follows. To our knowledge, all prior attempts to produce such a weighted average of imperfectly measured statistics have made a strong 1 See Stock and Watson (1989) and the subsequent literature on dynamic factor models referenced below.
2 National Income accountants face two fundamental problems. First, they must define an interesting and useful measure of aggregate economic activity, and second, they must design methods for estimating the value of that measure, taking the definition as fixed. Our concern in this paper is with the second issue, using the definition of economic activity traditionally employed by National Income accountants. It is a value-added measure with the private sector component restricted to marketed economic activity for the most part -i.e. non-market activities such home production and changes in natural resources are excluded. For more discussion and references, see Sir Richard Stone's Nobel Memorial lecture, Stone (1984) .
implicit assumption that drives their weighting: that the idiosyncratic variation in each measured statistic is pure noise, or completely uncorrelated with information about the true state of the economy. 4 Under this assumption, a statistic with greater idiosyncratic variance is given a smaller weight because it is assumed to contain more noise. We consider the implications of relaxing this assumption, allowing the idiosyncratic variation in each measured statistic to contain news, or information about the true state of the economy. If the idiosyncratic variation is mostly news, the implied weighting is diametrically opposite that of the noise assumption: a statistic with greater idiosyncratic variance should be given a larger weight because it contains more information about the true state of the economy. The implicit noise assumption relied upon in numerous prior papers is arbitrary, and more information must be brought to bear on this issue.
Focusing on GDP and GDI allows us to make this basic point in a simple bivariate context. These two measures of the size of the U.S. economy would equal one another if all the transactions in the economy were observed, but measurement difficulties lead to the statistical discrepancy between the two; their quarterly growth rates often diverge significantly. Weale (1992) and others 5 have estimated the growth rate of "true" unobserved GDP as a combination of measured GDP growth and GDI growth, generally concluding that GDI growth should be given more weight than measured GDP growth.
Is GDI really the more accurate measure? We argue for caution, as the results are driven entirely by the noise assumption: the models implicitly assume that since GDP growth has higher variance than GDI growth over their sample period, it must be noisier, and so should receive a smaller weight. However GDP may have higher variance because it contains more information about "true" unobserved GDP (this is the essence of the 6 While often these common factors are used for pure forecasting, sometimes they are equated with unobserveables of interest, assuming the idiosyncratic components of the variables in the dataset are uninteresting noise. However if these idiosyncratic components do contain useful information about the unobserveables of interest, estimating the unobserveables optimally may require taking weighted averages of the variables in the dataset very different from those implied by the factor models.
While this fundamental indeterminancy -the arbitrary nature of most weighting schemes -is somewhat disturbing, in the case of combining GDP and GDI we bring more information to bear on the problem to help pin down the weights. GDI growth has more idiosyncratic variation than GDP growth in the sample we employ, which starts in the mid 1980s after the marked reduction in the variance of the measured estimates -see McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000). However the initial GDI growth estimates have negligible idiosyncratic variance; it is only through revisions that the idiosyncratic 6 This research builds on the work of Geweke (1977) and Sargent and Sims (1977) .
variance of GDI growth becomes relatively large. If the revisions add news, and not noise -an assumption that is consistent with our knowledge of the revisions process and that follows previous research such as Mankiw, Runkle and Shapiro (1984) and Mankiw and Shapiro (1986) -then there must be a strong presumption that the idiosyncratic variation in GDI growth is largely news, news derived from the revisions.
We decompose the revisions to GDP and GDI growth into news and noise, show how to place bounds on the shares of their idiosyncratic variances that are news, and based on these bounds we test the assumptions of the pure noise model, rejecting them at conventional significance levels. Based on its relatively large idiosyncratic variation, GDI growth should be weighted more heavily, not less, in estimating "true" unobserved GDP growth. This leads to some interesting modifications of economic history: for example both before and after the 1990-1991 recession, economic growth is weaker than indicated by measured GDP growth. Furthermore, our results indicate that measured GDP growth understates the true variability of the economy's growth rate, a fact with clear implications for real business cycle, asset pricing, and other models.
To clearly illustrate the main points of the paper, we focus on the simple case where all variables are jointly normally distributed, and where measured GDP and GDI are serially uncorrelated. 9 With normality, the conditional expectation of the true growth rate of the economy is a weighted average of GDP and GDI; netting out means yields:
calling the conditional expectation ∆y t . The weights ω i can be derived using standard formulas for the population version of ordinary least squares:
using cov (∆y t , ε i t ) = 0 and the property of efficient estimates that their covariance with the variable they estimate is simply their variance.
It is useful to introduce some additional notation. Call the covariance between the two estimates σ 2 ; this arises from the overlap between the information sets used to compute the efficient estimates, and correlation between the measurement errors ε 
With the assumptions of the pure noise model discussed below, this particular estimator is equivalent to the estimator proposed by Weale (1992) and Stone et al (1942) . Appendix A clarifies the relation between these earlier estimators and those derived here.
It is clear that not all of the parameters of the unconstrained model are identified: we observe three moments from the variance-covariance matrix of [∆y 
The Pure Noise Model
Previous attempts to estimate models of this kind have focused on one particular assumption for the idiosyncratic news shares: χ 1 = χ 2 = 0. The implication is that the two information sets must coincide, at least in the universe of information that is relevant for predicting ∆y t , so E (∆y t |F 1 t ) = E (∆y t |F 2 t ). We call this the pure noise model; equation (3) is then:
In the pure noise model, the weight for one measure is proportional to the idiosyncratic variance of the other measure -since the idiosyncratic variance in each estimate is assumed to be noise, the "noisier" measure is downweighted. The weights on the (net of mean) estimates sum to less than one; as is typical in the classical measurement error model, coefficients on noisy explanatory variables are downweighted. In fact, as the common variance σ 2 approaches zero, the signal-to-noise ratio in the model approaches zero as well, and the formula instructs us to give up on the estimates of GDP and GDI for any given time period, using the overall sample mean as the best estimate for each and every period.
The Pure News Model
The opposite case is what we call the pure news model, where χ 1 = χ 2 = 1. Equation (3) then becomes:
10 Previous work typically has imposed the additional assumption that E ∆y t |F i t = ∆y t , for i = 1, 2, leading to the first case in subsection 2.1. Equation (4) holds with or without this additional assumption; the only difference lies in the interpretation of the parameters. With this assumption, σ 2 identifies the variance of "true" GDP growth; without it, σ 2 merely identifies var E ∆y t |F
The weight for each measure is now proportional to its own idiosyncratic variance -the estimate with greater variance contains more news and hence receives a larger weight.
This result is diametrically opposed to that of the noise model.
Under some circumstances it may be reasonable to assume that the covariance between the estimates is pure news, in which case the (χ − 1) terms vanish; then the weights (on the net of mean estimates) sum to a number greater than unity, again opposite the pure noise model. As σ 2 → 0 (i.e. as the variance common to the two estimates approaches zero), the weight for each estimate approaches unity. In this case, we are essentially adding together two independent pieces of information about GDP growth.
To illustrate, suppose we receive news of a shock that moves ∆y t two percent above its mean, and then receive news of another, independent shock that moves ∆y t one percent below its mean. The logical estimate of ∆y t is then the mean plus one percent -i.e. the sum of the two shocks. In Appendix B we work through another example, of two estimates of GDP growth, each based on the growth rate of a different sector of the economy; if the growth rates of the sectors are uncorrelated, we simply add up the net-of-mean contributions to GDP growth of the two sectors, and then add back in the mean.
Arbitrary Weights
Finally, consider another case of interest: if χ i = χ and χ j = 0, then ω i = χ and ω j = 0, placing all the weight on variable i. If placing all the weight on either variable can be justified with such assumptions about the idiosyncratic news shares, perhaps any set of weights is possible. This turns out to be the case. Let the ratio of the weights
12 so:
where we've expressed r as a function of χ, χ 1 and χ 2 . The following proposition shows that, for any 0 < χ ≤ 1, any set of weights can be rationalized by making untestable assumptions about the degree of news and noise in the idiosyncratic components of the two variables:
Proposition 1 Let r be any non-negative real number, and let r (χ, χ 1 , χ 2 ) be given by (6) , where τ Proof: Consider an example that meets the conditions of the proposition, where , which produces the desired χ 1 ∈ [0, 1) and χ 2 ∈ (0, 1] for any non-negative real r.
One set of weights is as justifiable as any other; without further information about the estimates, the choice of weights will be arbitrary. In the empirical work below on GDP and GDI, we do bring further information to bear on the problem, and examine which news shares are likely closest to reality. 13 3 Data: The Case of GDP and GDI
Data Description
The most widely-used statistic produced by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) is GDP, its expenditure-based estimate of the size of the economy; this statistic is the sum of personal consumption expenditures, investment, government expenditures, and net exports. However the BEA also produces an income-based estimate of the size of the economy, gross domestic income (GDI), from different information. National income is the sum of employee compensation, proprietors' income, rental income, corporate profits and net interest; adding consumption of fixed capital and a few other balancing items to national income produces GDI. At each of the annual revisions and at a benchmark revision, the BEA incorporates more comprehensive and accurate source data. For the current quarterly estimates, most available source data is based on samples, which may contain some noise from sampling errors. Later vintages are based on more comprehensive samples, or sometimes universe counts, so incorporation of these data has the potential to reduce noise.
In addition to potentially noisy data, at the time of the current quarterly estimates the BEA has little hard data at all on some components of GDP and GDI, including much of services consumption. 13 For these components the BEA often resorts to "trend extrapolations," assuming the growth rate for the current quarter some average of past growth rates, which can be thought of as approximating conditional expectations based on past history. In later vintages when the BEA receives and substitutes actual data for these extrapolated components, news is added to the estimates. For some missing components the BEA substitutes related data instead of "trend extrapolations"; for 12 We choose to focus on nominal data because the BEA does not produce a deflator for GDI. Our results using GDP and GDI deflated by the GDP deflator were broadly similar to those reported. 13 For a detailed description of the missing GDP data, see Grimm and Weadock (2006) . example the BEA borrows data from the income-side, using employment, hours and earnings as an extrapolator from some components of services consumption. These estimates may be thought of as approximating conditional expectations based on related labor market information, although if the labor market data contain noise, it is possible that these procedures may introduce common noise to the current quarterly estimates.
Information about News and Noise from Revisions
Our model for "first" and "last" vintage GDP and GDI growth (i = 1, 2) is:
Our working assumption is that the revision from "first" to "last" brings the estimates closer to the truth ∆y t , through some combination of increased news and decreased noise.
14 On the news side, we assume F again relying on the independence of various terms. Equations (7) and (8) The first two rows of Table 1 show, for GDP growth and GDI growth, the variances of their "first" and "last" vintages, the change in variance (equation 8), the revision variance (equation 7), and the increase in news and decrease in noise implied by these statistics. For GDP growth, the variances of "last" and "first" are about equal, implying the increase in variance from greater news is about equal to and offsets the decrease in variance from less noise. For GDI growth, the variance of "last" is substantially larger, implying more than 80% of the revision variance stems from increased news.
The third row of the table shows covariances between GDP growth and GDI growth.
Note that "first" GDI growth has virtually no idiosyncratic variance -its variance is about equal to its covariance with GDP growth -but after passing through revisions its idiosyncratic variance is substantial. Since the idiosyncratic variance of this "last" estimate stems from revisions, which add news but not noise, it is tempting to conclude that this idiosyncratic variance must be news. However as the equations in Appendix C illustrate, the increase in common news and decrease in common noise are not identified, as would be necessary to pin down precisely the increase in idiosyncratic news. Some of our intuition developed earlier for variances does apply to covariances: increased news can only increase the covariance, while decreased common noise can only decrease the covariance. The fact that the covariance falls implies that the "first" estimates must contain some common noise that is eliminated through revision. One possibility is that this common noise is eliminated from GDP growth but not GDI growth, in which case it then becomes idiosyncratic noise in GDI growth, accounting for some of its higher variance in the "last" estimates.
Appendix C works through the relevant equations describing the change in common and idiosyncratic news and noise. These equations provide bounds on the admissable values of the news shares for the idiosyncratic variances of the "last" vintage estimates, χ 1,l and χ 2,l , as well as bounds on the news shares of the idiosyncratic and common variances of the "first" vintage estimates, χ 1,f , χ 2,f and χ f . Table 2 shows various possibilities sketching out the edges of these boundaries. In these scenarios, we assume all common variance is news unless it is explicitly identified as noise; formally, we assume equation (C.10) holds with equality.
The first column on table 2 shows news shares resulting from minimization of the total idiosyncratic news in the "last" estimates, subject to the revision equations described in Appendix C. For the "last" estimates, the pure noise model cannot be squared with the revisions information: the idiosyncratic news share for GDI growth of 0.46 is its lowest possible value. 15 Under this scenario, all of the 0.96 reduction in the noise variance of "first" GDP is assumed to come from a reduction in common noise, with none of that noise removed from GDI growth so all of it becomes idiosyncratic noise in the "last" GDI estimate. This accounts for about half of the idiosyncratic variance in "last" GDI growth; the remainder of this idiosyncratic variance must be news. Two assumptions in this scenario are unlikely: (i) that all of the decrease in GDP noise occurs in the common component, and (ii) that none of the common noise removed from GDP growth is removed from GDI growth. Regarding (i), some of the idiosyncratic variance of "first" GDP growth of around 0.7 is likely noise, and revisions likely eliminate some of that; regarding (ii), the revisions to GDI growth incorporate virtual census counts from administrative and tax records, which should cut down on noise from sampling errors.
The second column on table 2 shows news shares resulting from maximizing the total idiosyncratic news in the "last" estimates. While the pure news model cannot be squared with the revisions evidence either, something close to the pure news model with (χ 1,l , χ 2,l ) equal to (1, 0.86) is admissable. Under this scenario, of the 0.96 reduction in "first" GDP noise variance, about one third stems from a reduction idiosyncratic GDP noise, about one third stems from a reduction in common noise also removed from GDI growth, and about one third stems from a reduction in common noise not also removed from GDI growth. This appears quite reasonable to us, and we take it as our preferred specification. The assumption that the idiosyncratic variance in "first" GDI growth is pure news is unlikely, but given the small size of that idiosyncratic component, this assumption makes little difference in the optimal combination formulas.
The last two columns show news shares resulting from minimization of the ratio of optimal weights on the two components. Each of these scenarios makes some unlikely assumptions; for example the scenario in the last column assumes the idiosyncratic variance in "first" GDP growth is entirely news, so all of the 0.96 reduction in its noise variance comes from a reduction in common noise. These last two scenarios show that revisions give us little concrete information about the idiosyncratic news shares for the "first" estimates: (0, 1) and (1, 0) are possibilities for (χ 1,f , χ 2,f ); further experiments showed (0, 0) is a possibility but (1, 1) is not.
4 Estimates of "True" Unobserved GDP Table 3 reports maximum likelihood estimates of the means, covariances, and idiosyncratic variances of GDP and GDI growth, with standard errors beneath the the estimates.
These are slightly different from the statistics reported in table 1, because the estimation here imposes equality of mean GDP growth and mean GDI growth for each vintage.
The statistics for the two vintages are estimated jointly, along with covariances between vintages. This allows us to decompose the revision variances into news and noise as in the previous section, and recompute the bounds on the news shares implied by the 20 equations in Appendix C; these bounds were very similar to those reported in in table 2.
The news shares corresponding to each of these bounds imply optimal weights for GDP and GDI growth via equation (3); these are reported in table 3 with standard errors.
As in the previous section, these weights assume equation (C.10) holds with equality; the weights for the "last" estimates assume χ l = 1, making the assumption typical of dynamic factor models that covariance is signal.
Consider first the weights for the "first" vintage estimates. In all the scenarios, the weights on GDP and GDI growth sum to less than one: it is optimal to down-weight to some degree the "first" estimates, shrinking them back towards their mean. This is a consequence of the common noise in the "first" estimates implied by the revisions evidence -i.e. the fact that revisions cause the covariance between the estimates to fall; the down-weighting filters some of this noise out of the data. From the standpoint of tracking the economy in real time, for monetary policy or other purposes, these currentquaterly estimates are all that is available, and this result is certainly interesting from that perspective.
Regarding the relative weight to be placed on the GDP vs GDI for the "first" estimates, the last two scenarios show the expected result that we cannot rule out anything definitively based on the revisions evidence. However the first two scenarios show that if a decent share of the idiosyncratic variance of GDP is news (see the assumptions in table 2), GDP will tend to receive the higher weight, since its idiosyncratic variance is so much larger than that of GDI. Since the first two scenarios both favor GDP, the evidence does lean slightly in that direction.
We can make more definitive statements about relative weights for the "last" estimates, and the evidence favors placing a greater weight on GDI. Consider the last two scenarios, which place bounds on the ratio of the weights . It is possible to skew the weights much more heavily in favor of GDI than GDP. One sensible way to proceed may be to choose the midpoint of this range of feasible relative weights, which would then place a greater weight on GDI. 16 The first two scenarios favor GDI as well.
In the first scenario, the lower bound of χ 2,l based on the revisions evidence is binding.
This lower bound shows that the pure noise model is inconsistent with the assumption that revisions either add news or decrease noise, but the bound is a function of estimated parameters, so there is some uncertainty about whether this lower bound is really above zero. A statistical test of whether χ 2,l > 0 is equivalent to a test of whether the difference between τ 2,l and the estimated reduction in noise in ∆y As discussed in the previous section, the second scenario is the set of assumptions about the "last" news shares that we consider most likely. Under this scenario, the informativeness of GDI relative to GDP increases in the revision from "first" to "last", as a greater amount of useful information is incorporated into GDI, causing its idiosyncratic variance to surge past that of GDP. This interpretation is consistent with the findings in Nalewaik (2007a Nalewaik ( , 2007b , who shows that although GDI appears to be more informative than GDP in recognizing recessions (or, more precisely, more informative in recognizing the state of the world in a two-state Markov switching model for the economy's growth rate), most of that greater information content comes from the information in annual and benchmark revisions. 16 Minimax estimation over the unidentified parameters of the model may lead one to choose such a midpoint of the feasible set of relative weights. We thank Mark Watson for introducing us to the Minimax approach; see Watson (1987) and Lehmann and Casella (1998) for an example and description of the Minimax approach.
Placing a greater weight on GDI growth in analyzing the historical behavior of the economy leads to some interesting modifications to economic history, as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 . These figures show "last" GDP growth, GDI growth, and their weighted average using the weights from our preferred set of news shares in table 3, around the 1990-1991 and 2001 recessions. The three series shown are deflated by the GDP deflator, with the composite estimate deflated after combining. Compared with GDP, the composite estimate shows weaker recoveries from both these recessions: mean growth in 1991 was 0.6% compared with 1.1% for GDP, and 1.5% versus 1.9% for GDP in 2002.
The economy leading up to the 1990-1991 recession was weaker as well, with average 1989 growth of the composite estimate at 2.0% versus 2.7% for GDP. And the 2001 recession was more severe than indicated by GDP growth, with average growth for that year -0.5% versus 0.2% for GDP. In fitting structural economic relationships, these results should be of some interest.
It is interesting to note that in the fourth quarter of 1999, the growth rate of the combined estimate exceeds the growth rate of both GDP and GDI, while in the third quarter of 2001, the combined growth is less than each estimate. These examples reflect weights on the component series that sum to more than one, a consequence of the assumption that the idiosyncratic variances of the component series are largely news. χ 1,l τ 1,l and χ 2,l τ 2,l are independent pieces of information about "true" nominal GDP growth, independent of each other and the common information σ 2 l . Adding these three terms together gives an estimate of the variance of "true" GDP growth ∆y t , based on the information in GDP and GDI growth, but this represents a lower bound on the actual variance of ∆y t since there is likely additional information about ∆y t contained in neither available estimate. This lower bound of 5.86 is greater than the variance of either GDP or GDI growth, a fact with potentially important implications for a wide class of economic models that depend importantly on the variance of the growth rate of 23 the economy, for example many real business cycle and asset pricing models.
Conclusions
This paper makes a general point about heretofore implicit assumptions employed in taking weighted averages of imperfectly measured statisics, and uses insights from that general point to develop new estimates of aggregate economic activity -"true" unobserved GDP growth -as a weighted average of measured GDP and GDI growth. These two measures should coincide in principle since the underlying concept they attemp to measure is the same, but they do not due to differences in source data. Combining them in some way may produce an estimate that is superior to either one in isolation, but previous attempts to do so have made the strong implicit assumption that the idiosyncratic variation in each measured statistic is pure noise, or completely uncorrelated with "true" GDP. Our model relaxes this assumption, allowing the idiosyncratic variation in each measured statistic to be partly or pure news -i.e. correlated with "true" GDP. This generalized model may weight more heavily the statistic with higher variance, since it may contain a greater amount of information about "true" GDP, in contrast to previous models which always weight less heavily the statistic with higher variance, assuming it contains more measurement error.
We develop new techniques for decomposing revisions into news and noise, and use the revisions evidence to place lower bounds on the shares of idiosyncratic variation in GDP and GDI that are news. Our identification scheme assumes that revisions can only add news or decrease noise, as in Mankiw, Runkle and Shapiro (1984) and Mankiw and Shapiro (1986) , and numerous papers following in that tradition. The initial GDI estimates have little idiosyncratic variance, less than GDP, but after passing through revisions the idiosyncratic variance of GDI increases substantially. The fact that this idiosyncratic variation stems from revisions, which add news but not noise, leads to the strong presumption that this variation is news. The techniques we develop for bounding the idiosyncratic news shares show how to test the pure noise model assumptions, which we reject at conventional significance levels: some of the idiosyncratic variation in GDI growth must be news. When combining the revised vintages of the estimates, these results indicate that placing a greater weight on GDI is optimal, precisely because of its greater idiosyncratic variation. Doing so alters economic history in interesting ways: for example both before and after the 1990-1991 recession, economic growth is substantially weaker than indicated by GDP growth. In addition, our results indicate that the true variance of the growth rate of the economy is not equal to the variance of measured GDP growth, as is often assumed in real business cycle, asset pricing, and other models; the true variance is actually higher.
The news vs. noise considerations highlighted here are ubiquitous when attempting to estimate unobserveables. Take the well known index of coincident indicators as constructed by Stock and Watson (1989) , used by Diebold and Rudebusch (1996) These examples illustrate that the noise assumption, treating idiosyncratic variance as a bad, is often implicit in models of imperfect measurement. We have examined some circumstances for which this assumption may be inappropriate, where it is possible that idiosyncratic variance should be treated as a good instead. While realizing this leads to some fundamental indeterminancies, our work here has taken some initial steps towards deriving estimators appropriate for handling these situations. Solving the quadratic minimization problem with this V , we have ∆y t = We will consider two efficient estimates of true GDP growth, one based on consumption growth, and the other based on the growth rate of investment. After constructing each efficient estimate, we will discuss how to produce the improved estimate of true GDP growth by combining them with equation (5).
Let ∆C t , ∆I t , ∆G t , and ∆N X t be the contributions to true GDP growth ∆y t of consumption, investment, government, and net exports, so:
Our first efficient estimate of y t , ∆y contained in neither of our two estimates.
The relation between ∆C t and ∆I t determines the nature of the efficient estimates and weights on ∆y = µ + (∆C t − µ C ) and:
There is no information common to F 1 t and F 2 t , no covariance between the estimates, so σ 2 = 0. Equation (5) instructs us to remove the mean from each estimate, and then simply add them. Adding back in the mean, we have the natural result:
The weight on each estimate (net of mean) is just one; as mentioned in the previous subsection, this is the case where we are essentially adding independent contributions to GDP growth.
Next consider the case where ∆C t and ∆I t are perfectly correlated, so:
where a is some constant. Then:
= µ + (1 + a) (∆C t − µ C ) = µ + (∆C t − µ C ) + (∆I t − µ I ) and:
) (∆I t − µ I ) = µ + (∆C t − µ C ) + (∆I t − µ I ) .
Given that ∆y 
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Finally consider the general linear case. In this case:
= a (∆C t − µ C ) and:
Least squares projections tell us that a = 
